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follow up with work at home, but it feels a bit 
overwhelming. I decide that I will just look at 
a moss before I go to bed, and three hours later 
I am still thrashing around trying to make the 
characters fit the description! When I finally 
think that I have the answer, I find that I have 
come up with Palustriella decipiens, a rarity only 
known from calcareous environments in North 
West Scotland! Unlikely....! Back to the drawing 
board!
 I live on an old slate quarry in the mountains 
(Figs. 1–3) where there are possibly more mosses 
and liverworts than flowering plants. It is difficult 
to know where to start. I have immense respect 
for those stalwart pioneers who found their way 
around before we had all these wonderful guides. 
Even with all my books, I would be struggling 
without the assistance of the North Wales 
Bryophyte group. I am very fortunate that Lucia 
lives only a few miles away and is always ready to 
help.
 The summer comes and I don’t look at a single 
bryophyte for months. There are always fifty 
million other things that need doing when the 
weather is good and my microscopes sit in their 
covers collecting dust. By September I find that 
I have forgotten almost everything that I have 

centre for our study day, a wonderful old Arts 
and Crafts building in beautiful grounds with a 
unique welcoming ambience. Its chintz sofas and 
cases of stuffed birds conjures up for me visions 
of the great amateur Victorian naturalists. It 
provides a delightful setting for a work day and 
I learn a lot. I come away full of intentions to 

running wins. The weather clears by the time I 
arrive at ten. The course is fully booked but not 
everyone has arrived. The tutor, Lucia Ruffino, 
reckons that, maybe, she can squeeze in an extra 
person. We have a great day. We look at pictures. 
We go outside to find some mosses. We have a 
look down a microscope at a Polytrichum section. 
At the end of the session, Lucia tells me about 
the North Wales Bryophyte Group. The fish has 
been hooked.
 The group meets regularly over the winter. 
We have a day out in the field collecting 
specimens and follow up a few weeks later 
with a microscope day. We are very fortunate 
that we are able to use the Pen Sychnant field 

It’s starting to get light on a winter weekend 
morning. Rain is dribbling onto the skylight 
over my head and I can’t see the mountains 

opposite for thick cloud. In my calendar I have 
written the cryptic entry – Mosses, 10.00, Bwlch 
yr Haiarn, Snowdonia National Park Society. It 
is written in the space for this morning. I wrote 
that months ago and meant to book. It is much 
too late to do anything about that now.
 I lie in bed trying to decide whether to leap 
out and pull on my running kit or whether to 
fetch another cup of tea and spend another hour 
in bed reading. I could go for a morning run to 
Nant Bwlch yr Haiarn and call by to see if there 
are any spare places but it’s a pretty miserable 
morning. I doubt that there will be any point.
 It’s a pretty close call, but miraculously the 
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for many species, you can collect specimens 
and identify them at your leisure over the long 
winter evenings. I really enjoy the detective work 
of working through the keys and I like playing 
around with microscopes. It is comparatively 
simple to prepare bryophyte slides, or, at least, 
it should be. I have to admit that my sectioning 
technique still leaves a bit to be desired.
 Living in the mountains of Snowdonia I 
am surrounded by a huge abundance of non-
flowering plants. I am finding that getting out 
my hand lens inspires me to take notice of 
everything else around me. It is very easy to let 
other projects fill my time and to forget to take 
in the wonders that are on the doorstep. It feels 
very empowering to walk around my valley and 
to be able to identify all the vegetation that I see. 

treasure.
 I like it that it is pretty non-invasive. Only 
small samples are needed for checking.
 I love it that there is still so much recording 
to be done, and I enjoy making the connection 
between bryophyte distributions and the 
environments in which they are found. My 
first degree was in geology and I enjoy trying to 
predict what sort of plant assemblages I am likely 
to find associated with which rock types. I like 
looking for clues about land management history 
and about climate. I like being an ecological 
sleuth!
 It is great that the winter months are the best 
time to study them (although with all the rain 
we get at home it is a bit more of an all year 
pastime for us!), and it is very convenient that, 

radio. I hear that snow is forecast for later, the 
start of the only cold spell that occurs this winter. 
Panic stations! Within two hours I choose my 
pleurocarps. I pop them under the microscope as 
the first soft flakes of snow start to come down. I 
am just in time. Learning experience!!!
 The Acrocarp workshop is really useful. 
I am introduced to species and microscope 
techniques that I haven’t encountered before. 
A month later, our local group manages to get 
some funding from Cofnod, and Sharon comes 
up to North Wales to do a field day with us on 
the limestone near Llandudno. It is not far away 
but it introduces me to a completely new plant 
community. There are a lot of very different 
species to those I am starting to become familiar 
with at home.
 I thoroughly enjoy myself at the Devon Spring 
meeting. I see lots and lots of species, most of 
them new, many of them I have never even heard 
of. Some of them are all too familiar but are 
pretending to be something else i.e. Kindbergia 
praelonga and Brachythecium rutabulum!! I come 
back home having become a total bryophyte 
bore. It is fantastic going to all these beautiful 
places surrounded by people with so much 
knowledge. I am really inspired. I have had a 
whole week where I have thought about nothing 
else but plants. It is all a bit unexpected, but it 
is great to feel so motivated. I am really buzzing 
and determined to make some progress.
 I like the fact that it is quite a specialist skill 
but, at the same time, it suits me that there are a 
lot of species that you should be able to identify 
in the field. I am still at the stage that I need 
to take almost everything home to check that it 
really is what I think it is but hopefully that will 
improve! When a specimen turns up with good 
capsules or some obvious diagnostic feature, or 
something that I definitely haven’t come across 
before, it feels as if I have just stumbled over 

learnt the previous winter. That is quite a leveller. 
So much for my intention of learning a new 
bryophyte every day! However, when regular 
meetings kick in again, it all starts to come back. 
I am back to filling my pockets with moss. It gets 
everywhere, every pocket, kitchen table, bedside 
cupboard, car dashboard, not to mention the 
countless little paper packets littered all over 
my desk, with pencil scrawl and large question 
marks.
 Enter the British Bryological Society. The 
AGM in October 2018 is held in Llanrwst, 
within running distance of my house. Lucia 
suggests that I might find it interesting given that 
it is so close to home. I nearly don’t attend. I am 
very aware of the fact that I am just a beginner 
and think that I will feel like a spare part. Wrong! 
People are really friendly and encouraging. 
I have a great weekend. The lectures are really 
interesting and proceedings are not too formal. 
I find the whole experience really inspiring and 
very humbling. I pluck up the courage to join 
the field day at Craflwyn on the Sunday and find 
that people are more than willing to share their 
knowledge. I drive home on Sunday evening 
having really enjoyed myself.
 I don’t look back. Once home, I go straight 
onto the BBS website and sign up for Sharon 
Pilkington’s Acrocarp workshop. I decide to 
come to the Spring Field meeting in Devon. It 
feels very presumptuous and more than a bit 
scary, but I think that I will give it a go. It feels 
like too good an opportunity to miss.
 In the meantime, I have been preparing a 
learner project to present to our local group. 
As usual I am very indecisive. I am looking at 
pleurocarps but I haven’t decided which ones to 
talk about. The date looms closer and closer. I 
am very relaxed about it. I can collect specimens 
whatever the weather, even if it is raining. The 
week before my presentation, I switch on the 

rFig. 4. Grimmia funalis on Moel Siabod. Philippa Thompson.
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opinion among botanists at that time was that 
the bryoflora of Hungary was so well-explored 
that no new discoveries were to be expected. In 
fact, when I published my first species new to 
the country (Erzberger, 1998), Tortula brevissima 
(Fig. 2), one of the reviewers, Tibor Simon, 
author of a much consulted vascular flora and 
who also worked on bryophytes, wrote that the 
Hungarian bryophyte flora was so well studied 

Lucia on the Sphagnums over the summer and 
this winter I have been doing a learner project 
on the Grimmias (Fig. 4), with some fantastic 
support from our revered Membership Secretary, 
Peter Martin. The next event on the horizon is 
Martin Godfrey’s liverwort day in Manchester. It 
has been a great incentive for getting out in the 
hills over the winter looking for specimens and 
the Grimmias have given me a total immersion 
experience with cutting sections!
 I have to do some work now to make sure that 
I don’t keep on asking everybody the same old 
boring questions. I get really frustrated that I 
keep on getting stuff wrong. At the same time, I 
recognise that the challenge of it is a large part of 
why I find it all so absorbing. I am not the most 
organised person in the world, so organising my 
specimens and recording my finds is not the 
least challenging part of the whole package. I 
am ambitious. I hope, eventually, that I might 
build up enough expertise to be able to make a 
meaningful contribution to science in some way. 
I have an immense sense of gratitude to all the 
people who have been helping me on my way 
since that first day course two years ago. Thank 
you for your encouragement and help, and thank 
you, to everyone who contributes to making the 
BBS the effective, but inclusive, organisation 
that it is.
 I am getting ready for this year’s activities. 
I shall be busy in June. I shall be getting my 
camping kit together for our little excursion to 
Jura. My microscopes are both rechargeable. In 
theory I could take them backpacking! Hmmm 
…… There’s no stopping me now!

Philippa Thompson
e malcolm.philippa@btinternet.com

I never go anywhere now without a lens dangling 
round my neck. There is always something to 
fill in an odd moment. I find myself inspecting 
people’s walls and patios. Waiting for a late train 
or a bus has become a non-event!
 My husband has been wonderfully supportive 
but is looking on with bemused interest. He tells 
me that watching us quartering the ground for 
interesting mosses resembles nothing so much 
as the meanderings of a flock of grazing sheep. 
An hour of intense activity and we have moved 
about a hundred yards. There are lots of jokes in 
the family about ‘rolling stones gathering lots of 
moss’, about ‘mumbles of moss gatherers’, and 
‘bumbles of bryologists’. ‘Great Aunt Moss’ has 
finally lost it! I love it!
 My new hobby has rekindled my fascination 
with the environment in which I live. I love 
living amongst the mountains of North Wales 
and my new hobby is very connected to my 
sense of place. The icing on the cake is that I 
have met some great individuals who have been 
amazingly generous in sharing their knowledge 
and welcoming me into their world. To quote a 
fellow bryologist that I met in Devon, I feel that 
I have found my ‘tribe’. I had a wonderful week 
in Devon and I returned home with increased 
enthusiasm. There is nothing like looking at 
things seven days in a row, for a little bit of 
something to stick in the old grey matter.
 Since writing the last paragraph I have 
been to Kerry and Wicklow. What can I say! 
Utterly amazing! I love being in the mountains 
– fantastic weather, great company, and a 
stupendous collection of interesting mosses 
and liverworts, flowers and ferns all in the most 
magnificent landscape. I thoroughly enjoyed 
the weekend in Leicester for the AGM with the 
bonus of an excursion to Charnwood Forest. I 
have also found it helpful to focus in on some 
specific bryophyte groups. I did some work with 

In 2012, after my retirement from my job as a 
secondary school teacher in Berlin, I initiated 
a recording project with the ultimate goal 

of producing a bryophyte distribution atlas of 
Hungary.
 My interest in the bryophyte flora of Hungary 
goes back to the 1990s, when I began looking at 
bryophytes during my holidays, which were often 
spent with my Hungarian wife and our children 
in Hungary. Together with Beáta Papp, curator 
of the bryophyte collection in the Hungarian 
Natural History Museum in Budapest, I started 
searching for rare and threatened species, mostly 
on the basis of old records, walking in the 
footsteps of the two eminent bryologists who 
had thoroughly explored the bryophyte flora of 
Hungary during the 20th century, Ádám Boros 
(1900–1973) and László Vajda (1890–1986). 
After their era, bryological activity in Hungary 
decreased for some decades, and the general 
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rFig. 1. Calcareous 
grassland, habitat 
of Asterella saccata, 
Csóka-hegy, 
Vértes, 2014. Cs. 
Németh.

wFig. 2.Tortula 
brevissima, 
Öreg-kő, Bajót, 
Gerecse, 2020. 
Cs. Németh.
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